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Tuesday, March 27, 2012
Get your facts first,
then you can distort
them as you please
-Mark Twain

Dining Dollar
Theft
by Alex Dinsmoor ~ Daily Bull

HOUGHTON, MI - Recent reports from the head of Public Safety reveal an increased
amount of armed robberies
on campus for dining dollars in
and around the MUB, Campus
Cafe, and Aftermath Café. The
majority of arrests are reported
to be Freshmen, but there are
few upperclassmen that are
doing these terrible crimes to
the students of Michigan Tech.
“As the semester winds down,
so do the amount of dining dollars left on the accounts of the
many students who have meal
plans. For many students, they
have been out of dining dollars
for weeks, however there are
the rare few who have been
out for months. Those students
who ran through their dining
dollars very early have gone
what we in the department call
“Dining hall delusional”, if one
eats nothing but dining hall food
for long enough, they effectively
go crazy.” Stated the head of
public safety.
see Greasy Goodness on back
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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and probably should not be taken seriously... like whore-moans!

THE HUNGER GAMES!
By Nathan ‘Invincible’ Miller ~ Former Boss Man

Man these Hunger Games are fantastic.
…are they? I’m actually not quite sure,
since I’m not very immersed in today’s
culture. Friends? Bah! The friends
I know or talk to
aren’t the sort of
folks that would
tell me what the
Hunger Games
are. Or maybe
they did… I may
have ignored them
if that’s the case.
Sometimes I space
out.

Samurai Sudoku!
Good luck, masochists!

figure blenders always win!”

Team Waffle Iron and the Skillet Squad
are naturally pissed off, so some
stone-cold serious show host
appears to help
resolve the dispute through
challenges designed to make
everyone as miserable as possible. Thankfully
our society enjoys the misery
of others, so we
find the Hunger
Games extremeI’m right because I can’t hear you! LA LA LA ly exciting.

Either way, I don’t
have any idea what
the Hunger Games
are. In my mind I
imagine a bunch
of fat (or maybe even skinny) people
duking it out on the society’s next worst
reality show.

Forget plots, just do stupid things in
front of TV cameras! Why do we keep
doing this to ourselves?!! Wasn’t Jersey
Shore bad enough?! Now the Hunger
Games comes along and everybody’s
all like, “I’m gonna pick Team Blender,
because however this show works I

Maybe the show is set up like Iron
Chef, where the teams have to use
certain ingredients and make the best
meal using their respective devices.
Or maybe they just make great food
and intentionally burn it in front of
starving Africans! HAHA AMERICAN
CABLE ROCKS
Actually I don’t have cable so I’ll never
know. Drats! Not really though, I’d

see Let Them Eat Cake on back

It’s sunny! It must be warm, right?

Seriously, I don’t know why anyone would subject themselves to this.

Pizzas Pizza Lovers Love!

Daily Specials at www.thestudiopizza.com
10% Discount for All Students
Downtown Hancock, across from Finlandia

Real Food! Real Spices! Fresh Veggies!
Artisan Crusts! Tons of Toppings!
www.thestudiopizza.com

482-5100
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Finish

rather spend my money on fast inter- watch the movie, read the books, or
net or go outside than watch crappy even skim the Wikipedia article about
Twilight, and I would rather keep my
television like the Hunger Games.
poor brain pure of all facts about the
Then one day while I was on the inter- Hunger Games. That means under no
net I learned that the Hunger Games circumstances should anyone try to
tell me what they
are actually a
are really about.
movie and apparRemember that
ently people who
in some cases,
liked Twilight are
ignorance really is
totally into it. That
strength.
either means A)
I invite those of
my prediction is
you with minds
entirely true, or B)
unexposed to
IT’S WORSE THAN
whatever the
I THOUGHT!
Hunger Games
AHHH!!
really are to join
me in my quest
Please, friends (if
Oh God, we’re going to hell.
for mental purity.
we’re still friends
after I ignored you for telling me about Together we will overcome the worst
the Hunger Games), don’t ever ask that society has to throw at us,
me to watch that TV show/movie/ whether it be bad vampire novels or
holographic cooking experience. pregnant Oompa Loompas suffering
I beg you! I successfully did not from retardation.

So we herd u liek mazes...

from Greasy Goodness on front

Every semester, public safety reports
higher and higher numbers of these
crimes being committed as the semester
progresses. The increased number of
occurrences can be contributed to the
“credit card effect” that dining dollars
have on a person; the more money they
have access to without physical contact,
the faster they spend it. In the upcoming
weeks left of the semester, Public Safety
expects to see an increased number of
Dining Dollar related crimes.

extremely important.”

“Crimes like this range anywhere from
people stealing the I.D. cards of those
who look similar to them to buy food, or
to holding things hostage in exchange for
orders of cheese curds. Crimes like these
are almost impossible to spot,
making reporting from the student body

Public safety urges all students at Michigan
Tech to report any cases of dining dollar
theft to the them, as in the final months
of the school year, those with premium
plans who have lots of money left over
are becoming more and more lucrative
targets.

Public Safety, working with the university
administration, is toying with preventive
measures in order to counteract the
crimes that the University is currently facing. Things such as making Dining Dollars
time sensitive, dolling out the dining dollars, requiring pin codes, and tattooing
barcodes that are associated with one’s
ID card have all been discussed, but no
clear solution has come forward.

HEY LOOK! AN AD! You can have these, too, if you want. Just
give us a holler at bull@mtu.edu to find out more -- and make
sure you bring cashy moneydollars. MAKE IT RAIN UPON US!

